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Microsystems launched Patent Companion with Word Trends in November 2014.  The software 
as a service (SaaS) analyzes patent applications, providing editing guidelines and highlighting 
potential errors and issues in the application—much like what the agreement 
checker EagleEye does for transactions. 
 
Word Trends stems from language analysis of millions of patents accepted by the U.S. Patent 
Office.  The patent pending feature in Patent Companion helps legal professionals choose the 
most appropriate language in patent applications. 
 
The Patent Companion website is almost too easy. I opened an application (16 pages, 8,556 
words), copied text, pasted it onto the site’s blank slate, and selected “analyze.” Patent 
Companion churned through it in seven seconds, finding spelling and similar spelling problems, 
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such as where “formed” equaled “foamed” in my application. Patent Companion also spotted 
issues with unsupported terms, references, element numbering and limiting language, which 
can lead to problems in patent enforceability and defensibility problems later. 
After Patent Companion analyzed the application, it produced results via a fly-in window in the 
browser that rested on the right side of the analyzed patent. See Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Patent Companion categorizes errors 
as Similar Spelling, Antecedent Basis, Element 

References, Limiting Language and Unsupported. 
Terms. 

 
Identified errors were rolled up into the categories and tallied to give me a dashboard view of 
the work ahead. One click on the category and Patent Companion listed the errors—each linked 
to their respective place in the document. 
 
When I reviewed a particular error in the analysis window, Patent Companion would inform me 
how many errors were above or below the current page with “Above” and “Below” markers, 
which provided navigation points to navigate through the document error by error—in addition 
to the usual points of navigation via keyboard and scroll bar. 
 
Category errors are color coded in analyzed applications and each error listing in the document 
was prefaced by a two-letter code representing the error: 
• Ss: Finds mistakes an ordinary spell checker misses; 
• Ab: ensures proper antecedent basis in their claims; 
• Er: locates inconsistent use of element references; 
• Ll: finds potentially limiting language; and 
• Ut: ensures support for all terms used in the claims. 

Horizontal navigation across the top of the Web page supports filters to narrow the error view. 
By default, check boxes are selected to enable all categorical views of errors. When I unchecked 
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the filtered instances for Limiting Language, the interface hid the errors from the document and 
buried the vertical navigation for the category error. 
 
When I clicked on a Similar Spelling error, “foamed” for “formed,” the right-hand corner of the 
browser window provides summary trend data on how the word has been used in past patent 
applications and the document view ushered into view the first instance of the error and 
showing how many instances of the error were below. As I moved through the document each 
error point informed me how many errors were above and below. 
 
The very top of the browser provided me advice in the context of errors. The phrase 
“substantially symmetrical sides,” for example, was found in the claim section but not as a 
specification. Patent Companion advised me to “Consider revising the claims or provide support 
in the specification.” Patent Companion is not for neophytes, however. Acceptability of claim 
language depends on whether one of ordinary skill in the art would understand what is 
claimed—in light of the specification. 
 
Patent Companion also found my use of “standard” and “conventional” limiting, informing me 
that it is a “time-dependent term” per PC Connector Solutions LLC v. Smart Disk Corp., 04-1180 
(Fed. Circ., May 6, 2005). Patent Companion provided me a link to the case—sweet. 
One click in the right-hand corner of the browser moved from the document view to a report 
view in a new tab, showing me how the word “conventional” and synonyms is used in previous 
patent applications by patent classification (Human Necessities, Operations and Transport, 
Chemistry and Metallurgy, Textiles, Fixed Constructions, Mechanical Engineering, Physics, 
Electricity and Emerging Technologies). The default view is to view all the categories. Selecting 
any one changes the view and provides the analysis just for the patents in the chosen category. 
You could view all categories or any one, but not a customized group or combination. And once 
the trend report is in view, I could type a word into the search window and get a trend for it 
across patent applications. See Figure 2. 
 
 



 
Figure 2. Word trends view of “conventional” and  

its synonyms in claims (gold) and specifications (gray) 
in patent applications across industries since approximately 

1976.  
Patent Companion also analyzes common words, such as “may” and warns you of downward 
usage in applications, suggesting instead synonyms “potentially” and “could.” My application 
had 258 uses of “may” and the interface let me further analyze the word trends by patent 
classification filters. 
 
I clicked on the Preferences link, which prompted a warning that I would be navigating away 
from the current analysis page and lose my analysis. It would be nice if the preferences page 
opened into a new browser tab like the Help link. In the preferences section, I modified the list 
of limiting language by adding words and phrases and providing my own suggested 
replacement words and URL references. I could also bulk load terms into the list by copying the 
information from an Excel spreadsheet using the same four-column format for the word or 
phrase, error message, replacement words and URL. 
 
I exported the list to review all the entries in an Excel spreadsheet. I added words to the 
spreadsheet and copied the columns and rows and columns and pasted them into a window. 
Patent Companion added my entries and ignored duplicates. A “clear” function removed all 
limiting words from my preferences; a Restore function restored the limiting words to the 
default list. If you build up your own list, be sure to export it and retain the backup. 
 
Patent Companion has two views: report and document. Report view places error messages 
with commentary in-line. Users can click an ignore button to ignore individual errors.  In 
document view, advice for errors are displayed at the top of the browser window where you 
can also select a single error to ignore. Ignored errors are rolled up into the fly-in window as a 
category or filter. When I selected the category, ignored errors are listed for review with the 
option to restore them as reported errors. 
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Note that when I view the fly-in window, which lists the categories of errors, it rolls up the 
errors per line. E.g., 5 instances of Limiting Language: about, such as, standard, includes, must—
each of them has a number of instances. Select any of the limiting words and navigate to the 
first instance of it in the document. Then use the Above and Below navigation buttons to 
traverse all instances. From the fly-in window, you can choose to ignore all instances of an error 
in one click and restore them in one click. When I reviewed individual instances of an error 
inline, if I chose to ignore it all instances were ignored. But it would be nice to individually 
ignore errors in this “line edit” mode since it would be like a line edit and, in context, I may 
allow an error as an exception. 
 
As I corrected the patent, there was no versioning support. Microsystems assumes the 
application is from a repository that supports versioning, which is a good assumption. Most 
organizations are leery of storing patent applications outside of a controlled repository. 
Patent Companion reports with inline errors can be downloaded and shared in Microsoft 
Corp.’s Word format. The SaaS starts at $83 per month, per user with discounts for 2-year (20 
percent) and 3-year (30 percent) commitments and volume discounts. 
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